
 

Committee of the Whole 
Agenda 

 
 
The agenda for the Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services Committee- 
Budget) Meeting to be held in the Council Chambers of the Municipal Hall, 8645 Stave Lake 
Street, Mission, British Columbia on Wednesday, September 30, 2015, commencing at 1:00 p.m. 

1. CALL TO ORDER   

2. ADOPTION OF AGENDA   

3. CORPORATE SERVICES   

(a) Agenda Overview Presentation   

(b) Forestry Operations 2016-2020 Budget (Draft) 
Recommendation: 
That the 2016 forestry budget (draft) be approved for inclusion in the District’s 2016-
2020 Financial Plan. 
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(c) Administrative Cost Recovery Policy Update 
Recommendations: 
1. That Policy FIN.38 – General Administration and Engineering Cost Recoveries, 

be updated to reflect the methodology outlined in the September 30, 2015 report 
from the Manager of Finance titled “Administrative Cost Recover Policy Update”; 

2. That the results of this policy update be factored into the 2016 Financial Plan; 
and 

3. That staff report back with an updated policy for Council’s approval. 
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(d) Updated General Operating Fund Spending Package Requests for 2016 
Draft General Fund Operating Budget 
Recommendation: 
That Council select, if any, spending packages from Appendix A attached to the 
Deputy Treasurer/Collector’s report dated September 9, 2015 for the possible 
inclusion into the 2016 draft operating budget. 
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(e) 2016 Draft Budget Overview and Status General Operating Fund 
This report provides an overview of the 2016 general operating budget, the 2017 to 
2020 forecast for the general operating fund and the status of the 2016 budget 
impacts to date. This report is provided for information purposes and no staff 
recommendation accompanies this report and Council action is not required. 
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4. ADJOURNMENT   
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Forestry Department 

Staff Report to Council 

 Page 1 of 8  

File Category: 05 Finance 
File Folder: 1715-20-16 

DATE:   September 30, 2015 

TO:   Mayor and Council  

FROM: Dave Heyes, Manager of Forestry Business 

SUBJECT:  Forestry Operations 2016 – 2020 Budget (Draft) 
ATTACHMENTS: Appendix A - 2016 Forestry Enterprise Detail Budget 

Appendix B – 2016-2020 Forestry Enterprise Detail Budget  
Appendix C – Forestry Enterprise Cut Control 
 

 

RECOMMENDATION:   Council consider and resolve: 

That the 2016 forestry budget (draft) be approved for inclusion in the District’s 2016 – 2020 Financial 
Plan.  

PURPOSE: 
To present the draft 2016 forestry budget and provide an update on the forestry reserve balance.  

BACKGROUND: 
As part of the District’s regular financial planning process, staff has compiled a draft of the 2016 – 
2020 forestry budget, including a projection on the forestry reserve balance and some strategic 
objectives for the forestry operations in 2016.   

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS:  

1. Operating budget 

A comparison of the 2016 draft budget including comparative figures for 2014 actuals, 2015 final 
budget, and 2015 revised forecast is attached as Appendix A: 

• Net profit: The draft 2016 forestry budget shows a net profit of $200,128 (after fee/fund 
transfers) and this compares to the forecasted net profit of $212,975 in the 2015 final budget, 
$244,221 in the 2015 revised forecast and the actual net profit of $189,181 in 2014.  

• Log sales revenue: The 2016 projected log sales revenue is $4,198,000 compared to the 
forecasted log sales revenue of $4,516,000 in the 2015 final budget, $4,132,352 in the 2015 
revised forecast and actual sales of $4,196,880 in 2014. In 2016 we are projecting a 12,000 
m3 Timber Sale at net revenue of $40/m3 and 36,000 m3 of Log Sales from District operations 
at $102/m3 average market value (AMV). A Timber Sale is where the District sends out a 
package to multiple bidders. Forestry has no direct costs other than stumpage associated with 
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this type of sale. Forecasted market values for 2016 are projected to be flat from current 
levels, however, average log market values can be difficult to forecast due to the volatility with 
changing log market conditions and global economic factors. The value forecasted for the 
Timber Sale is considered conservative.  

• Cut control cycle: 2016 is the third year in the five year cut control period from 2014-2018 for 
TFL 26. By the end of 2016 we project to be 4% above the cumulative the annual allowable 
cut of 43,398 m3. This harvest volume can be increased or decreased depending on log 
markets to maximize margins, and staff will be monitoring this throughout the year. Cut control 
activity is outlined in Appendix C.   

• Other revenue: The 2016 projected other revenue is $46,000 which is the same as the other 
revenue in the 2015 final budget. This revenue includes sales of movie trees and road use 
fees received from forestry companies operating on the TFL on the BC Timber Sale program.  
These fees are set by the Ministry of Forests and are meant to offset costs of maintaining the 
road system on the TFL. 

• Direct logging expenses: The 2016 estimated direct logging expenses are $2,835,690 or 
$59.08/m3 on the all volume. This compares to the forecasted 2015 direct logging expenses of 
$3,193,531 ($66.53/m3) in 2015 final budget, $2,750,372 ($60.11/m3) in the revised 2015 
forecast. The 2014 actual was $2,915,978 ($70.70/m3). Adjusting the 2015 revised forecast 
and 2016 draft budget for the timber sale volume, the direct logging expense works out to 
$75.95/m3 and $73.77/m3 respectively.  

• Other expenses: The 2016 estimated other expenses are $1,015,292 compared to the 
forecasted other expenses of $963,007 in the 2015 final budget, $991,271 in the 2015 revised 
forecast and the 2014 actual of $946,006.  The drivers of the increase in 2016 are due to an 
increase in costs for fire patrols of $15,000 and higher admin salaries of $39,000.   

• Forestry reserve balance: The projected forestry reserve ending balance for 2016 is 
$1,704,196. This reserve balance is based on the projected 2015 forestry reserve ending 
balance of $1,691,922; however this balance is subject to change based on the ending 2015 
actual financial results. We are forecasting use of the forestry reserve for the purchase of a 
wildland fire truck for $150,000 as well as $70,000 for a contractual obligation to the Ministry of 
Forest for the Florence Lake Forest Service Road, which are both factored into the above 
projections.  
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Table 1:  Comparison of Forestry Reserve Balances 

 

(1) The reserve deduction in 2014 related to a lease payout on a forestry excavator ($198,742), 
the purchase of a used bulldozer ($8,072) and a transfer of $62,000 to the Operating fund towards 
the Mission Interpretive Forest project. In 2016 $150,000 is for the purchase of Fire/Rescue 
Services wildland fire bush truck and $70,000 is for a contractual obligation for the Florence Lake 
FSR. 

• 2016 Strategic objectives:  
o Involvement of local forestry community with the goal of soliciting ideas for reducing costs 

and increasing revenues. Staff will host an Open House this fall to gather input from the 
public, forestry contractors, and the business community. A summary of the Open House 
will be included in the quarterly report to Council.   

o Review of current Log Marketing Agreement and analyze different methods for selling the 
TFL wood with goal of reducing costs and increasing revenues. 

o Review of current Timber Harvesting contract regulation (Bill13) commitments and 
opportunities. Bill 13 regulates the agreement with the logging contractor on the TFL and 
provides the contractor with contractual security and the ability to assign his contract. 

o Continue with Timber Sales program to maximize revenues. 

o Investigate additional revenue opportunities on the TFL. 

 

2. Capital budget 
The forestry operations are committed to spend $70,000 on the Florence Lake Forest Service 
Road upgrades resulting from an agreement between the province and the District from 
November 2012, which is reflected in the above reserve projections. 

2016 
Projected

2015 
Projected

2014   
Actual

2013      
Actual

2012      
Actual

Opening Reserve 
Balance 1,691,922$  1,418,431$   1,466,813$ 789,209$       161,611$       

Net Profit 200,128$     244,221$      189,181      658,811$       618,417         

Interest Earnings 32,146         29,270          31,251        18,793           9,181             

Reserve 
Deduction (1) (220,000)$    N/A (268,814)$   N/A N/A
Ending Reserve 
Balance 1,704,196$  1,691,922$   1,418,431$ 1,466,813$    789,209$       
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COUNCIL GOALS/OBJECTIVES:  
This report is related to Council’s objective regarding financial sustainability, namely to optimize return 
on investment in the tree farm licence.  

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: 
The financial implications of the 2016 forestry budget shows maintaining profitability for the forestry 
operations and an increase in the forestry reserve balance. 

COMMUNICATION: 
Highlights of the District’s financial plan will be communicated in the public budget consultation 
document.  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:  

• The draft 2016 forestry budget shows a net profit of $200,128 (after fee/fund transfers) and this 
compares to the forecasted net profit of $212,975 in the 2015 final budget and a revised 2015 
forecast of $244,221. The projected forestry reserve ending balance for 2016 is $1,704,196. This 
reserve balance is based on the projected 2015 forestry reserve ending balance of $1,691,922; 
however this balance is subject to change based on the ending 2015 actual financial results.  

• The draft 2016 forestry budget is based on conservative estimates for planned harvest volume 
and projected average log market values.   

• The strategies for the forestry operations in 2016 are to control expenses, implement cost saving 
measures, analyze comparable forest industry cost structures, improve financial tracking 
practices, review forestry reserve balance, pursue value added specialty log markets, and 
investigate other revenue opportunities. Forestry plans to hold an open house/forum in fall 2015 to 
engage the local timber community to come up with ideas to enhance the profitability of the TFL.  

• While the draft 2016 forestry budget is a conservative budget, the ongoing operational decisions 
must be based on the current and trending marketing conditions and opportunities. The strategic 
direction under the Mission Forest Enterprise business model and the improved financial quarterly 
reporting will allow for improved and business and investment decisions in the forestry operations.        

 

SIGN-OFFS:  
 

Dave Heyes,  
Manager of Forestry Business 

 

 
Bob O’Neal, Director of Forestry 

 
Reviewed by: Kris Boland, Manager of Finance 
and Acting Chief Administrative Officer 
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Appendix A 

2016 Forestry Enterprise Detail Budget  

 
 
Explanatory Notes to Appendix A: 

1. Log Sales in 2016 are for budget purpose assuming 12,000 m3 through timber sales and 
36,000 based on current method. (Log broker). The reduction in the AMV/m3 reflects the 
timber sale volume at $40/m3. The district has no direct logging expense for Timber Sale 
volume. 

2. Other Revenue consists of revenues generated from other sources such as movie trees and 
Road Use fees. 

3. Contract Logging is the payments to H&C Logging for deliver logs to the dryland sort. The 
stump to dump rate for H&C is $32.97/m3 for Grapple Logging and $25.80/m3 for Hoe Chuck 
wood. In addition a $10/m3 premium is paid for sorting Cedar Pole logs and $3/m3 for peeler 
logs.   

Amount
Revenue or 
cost per m3 Amount

Revenue 
or cost per 

m3 Amount

Revenue 
or cost per 

m3 Amount
Revenue or 
cost per m3

Log sales revenue 4,163,376$       100.94$       4,470,000$         93.13$       3,570,822$       106.72$     3,672,000$      102.00$      
Log sales revenue Timber Sales 506,582$          41.19         480,000           40.00          
Other revenues 33,504              0.81             46,000                0.96           54,948              1.20           46,000             0.96            
Total revenues 4,196,880         101.75         4,516,000           94.08         4,132,352         90.31         4,198,000        87.46          
Direct logging expenses

Contract Logging 1,652,992         40.08           1,573,180           32.77         1,133,320         24.77         1,149,050        23.94          
DLS Contract 367,460            8.91             513,750              10.70         345,322            7.55           356,940           7.44            
Stumpage 365,146            8.85             480,000              10.00         650,583            14.22         660,000           13.75          
 Roads -               120,000              2.50           134,796            2.95           174,698           3.64            
Salaries 161,197            3.91             174,691              3.64           166,873            3.65           179,091           3.73            
Equipment 91,135              2.21             106,610              2.22           76,576              1.67           106,610           2.22            
Materials 26,167              0.63             5,300                  0.11           40,562              0.89           5,300               0.11            
Commission on Log Sales 160,536            3.89             160,000              3.33           174,606            3.82           144,000           3.00            
Towing , FIL 98,546              2.39             60,000                1.25           27,734              0.61           60,000             1.25            
Inventory Change (7,202)               (0.17)            -                      -            -                    -             -                   -              

Total Direct logging expenses 2,915,978         70.70           3,193,531           66.53         2,750,372         60.11         2,835,690        59.08          
Gross margin 1,280,902         31.06           1,322,469           27.55         1,381,980         30.20         1,362,310        28.38          
Other expenses

Administration 330,627            8.02             452,143              9.42           439,161            9.60           492,091           10.25          
Silviculture 158,248            3.84             137,409              2.86           108,194            2.36           140,380           2.92            
General 112,524            2.73             63,665                1.33           68,021              1.49           64,021             1.33            
Stave West 129,648            3.14             92,429                1.93           110,584            2.42           110,842           2.31            
Engineering 70,123              1.70             57,139                1.19           72,152              1.58           60,332             1.26            
Patrols & Vandalism 59,024              1.43             59,789                1.25           84,634              1.85           72,717             1.51            
Recreation 31,415              0.76             74,672                1.56           39,668              0.87           30,002             0.63            
Mission Interpretive Forest 9,042                0.22             -                      -            68,857              1.50           12,000             0.25            
Other 45,356              1.10             25,761                0.54           -                    -             32,907             0.69            

Other expenses 946,006            22.94           963,007              20.06         991,271            21.66         1,015,292        21.15          
Net profit (loss) before transfers 334,896            8.12             359,462              7.49           390,709            8.54           347,018           7.23            
Transfers to non-forestry reserves 145,715            3.53             146,487              3.05           146,488            3.20           146,890           3.06            
Net profit (loss) 189,181$          4.59$           212,975$            4.44$         244,221$          5.34$         200,128$         4.17$          

Gross margin percentage 31% 30% 39% 37%

Volume (m3) Logging 41,246              48,000                33,460              36,000             

Volume (m3) Timber Sales 12,298              12,000             
Total Volume  45,758              48,000             

2016 Draft Budget2014 Actual 2015 Final Budget 2015 Revised Forecast
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4. DLS Contract is the amount paid to scale, sort, bundle and boom logs delivered to the Dryland 
Sort. The rate we are charged is $10.25/m3 for sorting & 1.75/m3 for scaling. Weigh scale 
volume is $5.50/m3. Currently 80 % of the volume produced in 2015 has been sorted at 
Northview (stick scale) with the remaining 20% weigh scaled at either Northview and or Chips 
Ahoy. 

5. Stumpage monies paid to provincial government.  

6. Road costs are costs incurred for building roads. These costs include explosives, excavator 
work, Sub contract of labour (for unfilled DOM position), Rebuild of Rock truck, Equipment 
moves, supply & hauling material (crush).  

7. Salaries wages for Faller/Operator and Logging Supervisor. A second Faller operator position 
had been vacant for most of 2015 and will be filled fulltime in 2016. 

8. Equipment is cost related to Cat 325 excavator and 2 field vehicles, an F350 Service vehicle 
as well as a foreman’s pickup truck 

9. Materials related to the purchase of “Pit Material” as well as culverts and miscellaneous 
building supplies. 

10. Commission on log sales is the 4 % commission paid by the DOM for Log Marketing 
purposes. 

11. Towing & FIL are costs paid to deliver the boomed logs to the point of sale (log tie-up) and for 
export tax (fee in Lieu) for logs exported. 

12. Total direct expenses on a $/m3 basis is lower in 2016 as the timber sale volume (12,000 m3) 
does not have any direct logging costs associated with it except for stumpage. 

13. Administration is Salaries and related expenses (vehicles, training etc.) for administrative 
personnel. 

a. Forestry Manager 
b. Forestry Business Manager 
c. Forestry Technician 
d. Administrative Clerk 

14. Silviculture costs incurred for Planting, Seedlings, Brushing and Weeding.  

15. General includes cost contract costs, Salary costs not identified with a particular project and 
the TFL rent of $21,945 annually. 

16. West Stave are costs incurred in the maintenance of the FLFSR.  

17. Engineering contract costs for cruising and block layout. 

18. Patrol & Vandalism include costs for patrols on weekend by DOM staff as well as gate security 
provided by Kwantlen from June through Labour Day. 

19. Recreation is cost incurred building trails and other recreation purposes. 

20. Mission Interpretive forest costs are mainly contract costs incurred to complete the Stave West 
Master Plan and commencement of implementation.  
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Appendix B 

2016-2020 Forestry Enterprise Detail Budget  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Amount
Revenue or 
cost per m3 Amount

Revenue or 
cost per m3 Amount

Revenue or 
cost per m3 Amount

Revenue or 
cost per m3 Amount

Revenue or 
cost per m3

Log sales revenue 3,672,000$      102.00$      3,199,230$      104.04$      3,263,215$      106.12$      3,531,435$      108.24$      3,602,064$      110.41$      
Log sales revenue Timber Sales 480,000           40.00          480,000           40.80          480,000           41.62          480,000           42.45          480,000           43.30          
Other revenues 46,000             0.96            46,920             1.14            47,858             1.00            48,816             1.12            49,792             1.04            
Total revenues 4,198,000        87.46          3,726,150        90.88          3,791,073        92.47          4,060,250        93.34          4,131,855        94.99          
Direct logging expenses

Contract Logging 1,149,050        23.94          1,001,110        24.42          1,021,132        24.91          1,105,064        25.40          1,127,165        25.91          
DLS Contract 356,940           7.44            310,984           7.58            317,204           7.74            343,276           7.89            350,142           8.05            
Stumpage 660,000           13.75          575,025           14.03          586,526           14.31          634,735           14.59          647,430           14.88          
 Roads 174,698           3.64            118,900           2.90            121,278           2.96            131,246           3.02            133,871           3.08            
Salaries 179,091           3.73            156,033           3.81            159,154           3.88            172,236           3.96            175,681           4.04            
Equipment 106,610           2.22            92,884             2.27            94,742             2.31            102,529           2.36            104,580           2.40            
Materials 5,300               0.11            4,618               0.11            4,710               0.11            5,097               0.12            5,199               0.12            
Commission on Log Sales 144,000           3.00            125,460           3.06            127,969           3.12            138,488           3.18            141,257           3.25            
Towing , FIL 60,000             1.25            52,275             1.28            53,321             1.30            57,703             1.33            58,857             1.35            
Inventory Change -                   -              -                   -              -                   -              -                   -              -                   -              

Total Direct logging expenses 2,835,690        59.08          2,437,289        59.45          2,486,035        60.63          2,690,375        61.85          2,744,182        63.08          
Gross margin 1,362,310        28.38          1,288,861        31.44          1,305,038        31.83          1,369,876        31.49          1,387,673        31.90          
Other expenses

Administration 492,091           10.25          501,933           12.24          511,971           12.49          522,211           12.00          532,655           12.24          
Silviculture 140,380           2.92            119,908           2.92            119,908           2.92            127,219           2.92            127,219           2.92            
General 64,021             1.33            65,301             1.59            66,607             1.62            67,940             1.56            69,298             1.59            
Stave West 110,842           2.31            113,059           2.76            115,320           2.81            117,627           2.70            119,979           2.76            
Engineering 60,332             1.26            61,539             1.50            62,769             1.53            64,025             1.47            65,305             1.50            
Patrols & Vandalism 72,717             1.51            74,171             1.81            75,654             1.85            77,167             1.77            78,711             1.81            
Recreation 30,002             0.63            30,602             0.75            31,214             0.76            31,839             0.73            32,476             0.75            
Mission Interpretive Forest 12,000             0.25            12,240             0.30            12,485             0.30            12,734             0.29            12,989             0.30            
Other 32,907             0.69            33,566             0.82            34,237             0.84            34,922             0.80            35,620             0.82            

Other expenses 1,015,292        21.15          1,012,319        24.69          1,030,167        25.13          1,055,683        24.27          1,074,253        24.70          
Net profit (loss) before transfers 347,018           7.23            276,542           6.74            274,871           6.70            314,192           7.22            313,420           7.21            
Transfers to non-forestry reserves 146,890           3.06            147,428           3.60            147,977           3.61            148,027           3.40            148,588           3.42            
Net profit (loss) 200,128$         4.17$          129,115$         3.15$          126,895$         3.09$          166,166$         3.82$          164,833$         3.79$          

Gross margin percentage 37% 40% 40% 39% 39%

Volume (m3) Logging 36,000             30,750             30,750             32,625             32,625             

Volume (m3) Timber Sales 12,000             10,250             10,250             10,875             10,875             
Total Volume 48,000             41,000             41,000             43,500             43,500             

2017 Draft Budget 2018 Draft Budget 2019 Draft Budget 2020 Draft Budget2016 Draft Budget
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Appendix C 

 Forestry Enterprise Cut Control 

 

 

2014      
Actual

2015 
Projected

2016   
Projected

2017  
Projected

2018.   
Projected Total

Annual Allowable 
Cut  - M3 43,398         43,398          43,398        43,398           43,398           216,990  

Actual Harvest     -   
M3 41,246         45,758          48,000        41,000           41,000           217,004  

Variance -      M3 (2,152)          2,360            4,602          (2,398)            (2,398)           14           
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File Category: 05 Finance 
File Folder: 1715-20-16 

DATE:   September 30, 2015 

TO:   Mayor and Council 

FROM: Kris Boland, Manager of Finance 

SUBJECT:  Administrative Cost Recovery Policy Update 
ATTACHMENT(S): Appendix A: Administrative Cost Recoveries, report from the Manager of 

Finance dated February 23, 2015 
Appendix B: Existing version of Policy FIN.38 - General Administration and 
Engineering Cost Recoveries  

RECOMMENDATION(S): Council consider and resolve: 

1. That Policy FIN.38 – General Administration and Engineering Cost Recoveries, be updated 
to reflect the methodology outlined in the September 30, 2015 report from the Manager of 
Finance titled “Administrative Cost Recovery Policy Update”; 

2. That the results of this policy update be factored into the 2016 financial plan; and, 

3. That staff report back with an updated policy for Council’s approval. 

PURPOSE: 
This report is provided as a follow-up to discussions that occurred, and recommends changes to 
Policy FIN.38 - General Administration and Engineering Cost Recoveries (FIN.38). 

BACKGROUND: 
During 2015 budget discussions, at the February 23, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole 
(Corporate Services – Budget) Meeting, Council passed the following resolution: 

“That staff are to implement in the 2016 budget, switching the operating cost recoveries from a 
percentage-based approach to a flat-rate approach.” 

In addition to the change that was discussed regarding operating cost recoveries, staff also suggested 
that Council reconsider the method of charging capital cost recoveries, which is discussed further in 
this report. 

As per FIN.38, administrative costs are allocated to various operating and capital areas on a 
percentage of expenditures basis within those areas. FIN.38 states that where it isn’t feasible and 
practical to track the actual amount of general and administrative services utilized in various areas, 
the District needs to estimate the amounts through a cost recovery percentage. This aligns with a 
primary concept of cost accounting, in that costs of gathering detailed information should not outweigh 
the benefits of that information to the users; the intent of the policy was to find a balance between 
those costs and benefits. 
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The operating and capital cost recoveries both include a component for general government 
administration and engineering administration; the percentage recoveries for both areas vary 
depending on the involvement in each area, and are specified in the policy. The purpose for this is to 
be able to show the engineering portion offsetting the engineering budget, and the general 
government portion offsetting the general government budget. Appendix A includes a detailed 
discussion of the background on the intent of FIN.38, as well as the challenges associated with the 
policy.  

The basic premise of FIN.38 is that the District’s general administrative and engineering costs are 
initially charged to the general operating fund, which is supported by property taxes. The cost 
recovery calculation then charges a portion of these costs to various areas, such as the water and 
sewer utilities, which generates a recovery of costs to the general operating fund. 

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS:  
The following tables show the amount of operating and capital cost recoveries that are currently 
included in the 2015 and 2016 budget, based on the current policy: 
Table 1: Current Budget - Operating Cost Recoveries (based on 2015 budget)

Equipment Forestry
Waste 

Management Transit Water Sew er Total
General Administration 25,740$  120,000$ 132,333$    81,587$   361,616$ 251,373$ 972,649$    
Engineering 25,740    -           132,333      81,587     361,616   251,373   852,649      
Total Operating Cost Recoveries 51,480$  120,000$ 264,666$    163,174$ 723,232$ 502,746$ 1,825,298$ 

 

Table 2: Current Budget - Capital Cost Recoveries (based on 2015 budget)

Equipment Forestry
Waste 

Management Transit Water Sew er General Total
General Administration 12,052$  -$       4,790$        -$    79,256$   26,816$   226,421$ 349,335$    
Engineering -          -         4,790          -      44,212     11,368     18,010     78,380        
Total Capital Cost Recoveries 12,052$  -$       9,580$        -$    123,468$ 38,184$   244,431$ 427,715$    

 
As discussed in Appendix A, the current method of allocating administrative costs based on a 
percentage of expenditures doesn’t generate operating cost recovery amounts that can be justified. In 
fact, the amounts are quite arbitrary. For example, the level of effort that goes into providing 
administrative and engineering support to the water and sewer utilities is essentially equal; however, 
the current method of allocation calculates a $220,000 difference between the two simply because the 
sewer budget is a lower amount than the water budget. In terms of the capital cost recoveries, the 
existing method in the policy is not in compliance with the current accounting standards that the 
District must legally adhere to.  

To fix these shortcomings, staff has conducted a thorough review and analysis of the administrative 
and engineering costs that can reasonably be attributed to the various cost recovery areas, and are 
proposing flat-rate charges accordingly. This analysis and proposal also accounts for the current 
capital cost recoveries within the operating cost recovery, rather than separating the two (to be 
compliant with accounting standards). Staff feels confident that this proposal meets the following 
objectives: 

• compliant with accounting standards that the District must legally adhere to; 
• considers the amounts that are provided to support both the operating and capital areas;  
• justifiable and reasonable to each user of general administrative and engineering services; 
• meets the underlying cost accounting principles to show the true cost of providing services; 
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• adaptable to changes in the organizational structure that may arise; and,  
• easy to update annually during the budget process. 

The allocation to each segment is based on the cost driver that best matches the service provided, 
such as the percentage of staff time used to support the service, number of full-time equivalent staff, 
or number of computers in service. 

The inputs used in this methodology are intended to be reviewed annually and updated during each 
budget year, as factors may change the present input values that are allocated.  Although this method 
may not be a true flat rate approach, staff feel this allocation of costs is a justifiable and equitable 
approach. 

The following table shows the proposed cost recoveries, compares the proposed recoveries to the 
existing budget, and shows the net impact: 
Table 3: Proposed Cost Recoveries, and the Impact to the General Fund

Equipment Forestry
Waste 

Mangement Transit Water Sew er Total
Proposed Operating Cost Recoveries:

General Administration 114,683$ 113,587$ 244,649$  170,261$ 503,976$ 492,186$ 1,639,342$ 
Engineering 24,238     12,119     24,238      6,060       302,977   302,977   672,609      

Subtotal: Proposed Operating Cost Recoveries 138,921   125,706   268,887    176,321   806,953   795,163   2,311,951   
Less: Current Budgeted Operating Cost Recoveries (51,480)    (120,000)  (264,666)   (163,174)  (723,232)  (502,746)  (1,825,298)  
Net Increase in Operating Cost Recoveries 87,441     5,706       4,221        13,147     83,721     292,417   486,653      
Less: Eliminate Budgeted Capital Cost Recovery (427,715)     
Total Increase in General Fund Revenue 58,938        
Less: Increase in General Fund Expense (Transit cost recovery is included in the General Fund) (13,147)       
Net Increase in General Fund Revenue 45,791$      

 
If Council supports staff’s proposal to update general administrative and engineering cost recoveries 
based on the methodology presented in this report, staff will follow-up with the necessary policy 
amendments for Council’s approval. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: 
The proposed changes to the general administrative and engineering cost recoveries result in a total 
increase of $58,938 in general fund revenue, and a $13,147 increase in general fund expenses 
related to the Transit cost recovery, which also forms part of the general fund budget. Overall, the 
result is a net increase in general fund revenue of $45,791 for the 2016 budget, which results in an 
approximate 0.16% decrease in property taxes.  

The budget impact on the areas that the cost recoveries are charged to is presented in the following 
table, however this doesn’t take into account the savings they will realize on the capital recovery: 

Cost Recovery Area Proposed Increase 
Equipment $87,441 
Forestry $5,706 
Waste Management $4,221 
Transit $13,147 
Water Utility $83,721 
Sewer Utility $292,417 

While the amounts in the above table appear significant for certain areas, particularly the sewer utility, 
this doesn’t take into account the savings each area will recognize through eliminating the capital cost 
recovery. The elimination of the capital cost recovery means less funds are drawn from each area’s 
respective capital reserves, however that amount can be difficult to quantify as the capital plan varies 
from year to year depending on the magnitude of projects in any given year.  
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Staff are confident that the proposed cost recoveries are a much clearer representation of the true 
cost of providing administrative and engineering support to these service areas.  

COMMUNICATION: 
The impacts of the proposed policy update will be factored into the 2016 financial plan, should Council 
approve of staff’s recommendations.   

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:  
As a follow-up to the February 23, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – 
Budget) Meeting, staff have proposed a methodology to update Policy FIN.38 – General 
Administrative and Engineering Cost Recoveries. Rather than calculating the recoveries based on a 
percentage of expenses, the proposal is to charge a flat-rate recovery based on a thorough analysis 
of the true costs of services provided to the cost recovery areas. This proposal includes capturing the 
capital cost recoveries through the operating cost recoveries, rather than charging them separately, 
and meets the following objectives: 

• compliant with accounting standards that the District must legally adhere to; 

• considers the amounts that are provided to support both the operating and capital areas;  

• justifiable and reasonable to each user of general administrative and engineering services; 

• meets the underlying cost accounting principles to show the true cost of providing services; 

• adaptable to changes in the organizational structure that may arise; and,  

• easy to update annually during the budget process. 

Should Council approve of staff’s recommendation, staff will follow-up with the required policy 
amendments for Council’s approval.  

SIGN-OFFS:  

 

Kris Boland, Manager of Finance 

 

Reviewed by:  
Kerri Onken, Deputy Treasurer/Collector 

Comment from Chief Administrative Officer: 
Reviewed 
 

g:\finance\minutes\2016\20150930 - operating\admin cost recovery policy update.docx 
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File Category: LGMA Finance 
File Folder: 1700-01 

DATE:   February 23, 2015 

TO:   Mayor and Council 

FROM: Kris Boland, Manager of Finance 

SUBJECT:  Administrative Cost Recoveries 
ATTACHMENT(S): Appendix A – Policy Fin.38 General Administration and Engineering Cost 

Recoveries 

This report discusses the Council policy that specifies how administrative cost recoveries are 
charged to various areas of the organization, such as the water and sewer utilities. Options for 
Council’s consideration are included in this report.  

PURPOSE: 
The purpose of this report is to discuss the Council policy that specifies how administrative cost 
recoveries are charged to various areas of the organization, such as the water and sewer utilities, and 
to seek Council direction as to whether their preference is to change the policy.  

BACKGROUND: 
Further to discussion that occurred at the February 11, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole 
(Corporate Services Committee – Budget) meeting, this report reviews the Council policy that 
specifies the methodology used to charge administrative cost recoveries to various areas of the 
organization. Policy Fin.38 - General Administration and Engineering Cost Recoveries (Fin.38), which 
was implemented in 2005 and last updated in 2011, is attached to this report as Appendix A. 

As per Fin.38, administrative costs are allocated to various operating areas, as well as capital 
projects, on a percentage basis. Fin.38 states that where it isn’t feasible and practical to track the 
actual amount of general and administrative services utilized in various areas, the District needs to 
estimate the amounts through a cost recovery percentage. This aligns with a primary concept of cost 
accounting, in that costs of gathering detailed information should not outweigh the benefits of that 
information to the users; it appears the intent of the policy was to find a balance between those costs 
and benefits. 

The basic premise of Fin.38 is that the District’s general administrative costs are initially charged to 
the general operating fund, which is supported by property taxes. The cost recovery calculation then 
charges a portion of these costs to various areas, such as the water and sewer utilities, which 
generates a recovery of costs to the general operating fund.  

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS:  
Cost Recovery Items Covered by Fin.38 
The following table shows the cost items that are specified in Fin.38 that are intended to be recovered 
through a percentage allocation in either the operating or capital areas: 

Appendix A 
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Cost Item Operating Capital 
General government management staff Yes Yes 
Accounting: invoicing and collections Yes No 
Accounting: accounts payable and payroll Yes Yes 
Budgeting and financial reporting Yes Yes 
Information technology services Yes Yes 
Purchasing and stores services Yes Yes 
Liability insurance Yes Yes 
Engineering management staff Yes No 
Engineering project management, design, survey and inspections No Yes 

The “yes/no” items in the above table indicate whether or not the cost items are typically applicable to 
either the operating or capital functions of the District.  

The operating and capital cost recoveries both include a component for general government 
administration and engineering administration; the percentage recoveries for both areas vary 
depending on the involvement in each area, and are specified in the policy. The purpose for this is to 
be able to show the engineering portion offsetting the engineering budget, and the general 
government portion offsetting the general government budget. For simplicity, the analysis that follows 
in this report consolidates the general government and engineering amounts to show the overall 
impact on the budget.  

Operating Cost Recovery Amounts 
The following table shows the percentages and amounts of operating cost recoveries included in the 
2014 and 2015 budgets: 

Operating Area Cost Recovery % 2014 Budget 2015 Budget Increase 
Equipment (fleet) 2% $ 47,676 $ 51,480 $ 3,804 
Forestry  5% (annual maximum of 

$120,000 A) 120,000 120,000 - 
Transit  6% 154,112 163,174 9,062 
Waste management utility 6% 271,646 264,666 (6,980) 
Water utility 12%B 715,400 723,232 7,832 
Sewer utility 12%B 505,996 502,746 (3,250) 
Total Operating Cost Recoveries $1,814,830 $1,825,298 $10,468 

Note A:  Fin.38 currently shows $150,000 annual maximum; decrease to $120,000 annual maximum was approved as 
part of the 2013 budget; formal policy update is on-hold, pending the District wide policy and procedure update. 

Note B:  Fin.38 currently shows 10.5%; increase to 12% was approved at October 9, 2012 Administration and Finance 
Committee meeting; formal policy update is on-hold, pending the District wide policy and procedure update.  

Capital Cost Recovery Amounts 
The following table shows the capital cost recovery percentages that are specified in Fin.38: 

Capital Area Cost Recovery % 
Non-engineering capital projects 2.5% 
Engineering capital projects 5% 
Regional water and sewer capital projects 2% 

The 2015 budget includes a total estimate of $427,715 for capital cost recoveries, which is a 
$131,605 increase over the prior year amount of $296,110. This includes a factor for the estimated 
carry-forwards from the prior year, as well as an estimate of amounts that would likely be carried-
forward to the following year. The capital cost recovery can be quite volatile from year to year, given 
that the capital budget typically changes from year to year depending on the number of one-time 
projects.  
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Challenges with Fin.38 
1. The policy is intentionally designed to be a compromise between the amount of effort taken to 

gather the actual detailed costs that are required to support the various areas, and the information 
value that is gained by going to that amount of detail. However, this compromise makes it difficult 
to demonstrate that when a new staff position is added that partially supports general 
administration and partially supports the utilities, there is an immediate impact on the related cost 
recovery.  

An additional effect of this is while the cost recovery dollars generated by the percentages in the 
policy may have made sense when the policy was implemented, the cost recovery amounts will 
often make less and less sense over time as changes occur in various areas of the budget. Staff 
are uncertain if the amounts currently generated by the policy truly represents the actual costs, 
and further investigation should be done in this area.  

2. The policy lacks clarity on what amounts to apply the cost recovery percentages to, which has led 
to staff having to apply their interpretation of the policy.  

3. The policy specifies a method of arbitrary percentage allocation of overhead to capital projects. At 
the time the policy was first adopted in 2005, this wasn’t an issue from the perspective of 
accounting standards. However, the related accounting standard for capital assets changed in 
2009, and it prohibits charges to capital projects that are not directly attributable to their 
construction or development (i.e. percentage charges for indirect costs such as overhead are not 
allowed). Staff have developed a “work-around”, which allows the capital cost recoveries to be 
factored into the budget and accounting records as intended by the policy, however the 
accounting has to be “undone” for the purposes of the District’s audited financial statements. This 
causes a significant amount of extra work for staff to comply with the policy, only to have to 
reverse those entries for the financial statements. Based on this discrepancy with the accounting 
standards, it begs the question as to whether the capital cost recoveries should be continued.  

4. The policy doesn’t address all items that could be described as overhead. For example, in terms 
of facility usage, an argument could be made that since municipal hall staff are working in part to 
support the water and sewer utilities, then a portion of the municipal hall facility overhead should 
be charged to the water and sewer utilities.  

Options for Consideration 
The following are staff’s suggestions as to improvements that could be made to Fin.38: 

1. Switch the operating cost recoveries from a percentage-based approach to a flat-rate approach. 
This would certainly make budgeting easier, as well as improve the transparency that when a new 
position is added that partially supports the utilities, an immediate and corresponding increase to 
the flat-rate charge can be clearly communicated to taxpayers. This would also reduce the effect 
that over time, a percentage-based approach starts to break down the relationship between the 
cost recovery calculation and the actual costs.  

2. Eliminate capital cost recoveries. This is a very complicated task, as the capital recoveries affect 
each area of the budget differently. Staff require additional time to formulate a plan to eliminate 
capital cost recoveries.  

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: 
There are no financial implications directly associated with this report; however, any changes to the 
current policy may result in financial implications that will need to be considered.  
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COMMUNICATION: 
No communication action is required. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:  
This report discusses policy Fin.38, regarding administrative cost recoveries. The policy was 
intentionally designed to be a compromise between the amount of effort taken to gather the actual 
detailed costs that are required to support the various areas, and the information value that is gained 
by going to that amount of detail. This is a primary underlying concept of cost accounting, recognizing 
there is a cost-benefit relationship between the effort spent and the value gained. There are a number 
of challenges with Fin.38. The report includes some options to improve the policy, depending on the 
goals Council would like the policy to address.  

SIGN-OFFS:  

 

Kris Boland, Manager of Finance 

 

Reviewed by:  
Kerri Onken, Deputy Treasurer/Collector 

Comments from the Interim Chief Administrative Officer 
Reviewed. 

 

g:\finance\budget\budget 2015\memo - administrative cost recoveries.docx 
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FINANCE 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION AND ENGINEERING 

COST RECOVERIES 

FIN.38 
 
     POLICY 
 
Date Policy Adopted:  November 7, 2005 Council Resolution Number:  05/919 
Date Policy Amended: June 23, 2008 Council Resolution Number:  C2008/0249 
Date Policy Amended:  July 6, 2009 Council Resolution Number:  RC09/426 
Date Policy Amended: February 21, 2011 CAO Approval 
 
 
 
1. General 

General administration support is provided to all operating funds/areas and to capital 
projects. In addition, engineering support is provided to certain operating funds/areas 
and to certain capital projects. As the operating funds/areas and the capital projects are 
utilizing general administration and engineering resources, the costs associated with 
these support services need to be allocated to the various funds/areas and to the capital 
projects accordingly.  
 

2.  Cost Recovery Methodology 
Whereas is it is not feasible and practical to track the actual amount of general 
administration and engineering services/costs utilized by the various operating 
funds/areas and the capital projects, the District needs to estimate the amount of 
resources utilized in each operating fund/area and by the capital projects. As such, the 
District will hereby establish cost recovery percentages, which will be calculated on the 
various expenditures (does not include general administration and engineering cost 
recovery expenditures) within the various operating and capital areas.  

 
3. Cost Recovery Areas, Items and Percentage Recoveries 

The general cost items that are utilized by each operating fund/area are noted in Table 1 
below, together with the expenditure cost recovery percentages that will be charged.  
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Table 1 – OPERATING COST RECOVERIES 
Operating Areas General Administration (1) Engineering (2) 

Equipment Operations 1% 1% 
Forestry Operations 5%  

To a maximum of $150,000 per year 
N/A 

Refuse Operations 3%  3% 
Water Utility Operations 5% 5.5% 
Sewer Utility Operations 5% 5.5% 
Transit Operations 3%  3% 

 
(1)  For General Government Management Staff; General Accounting including Invoicing, 

Collections, Accounts Payable, and Payroll; Budgeting & Financial Reporting; Information 
Technology Services; Purchasing & Stores Services; and Liability Insurance 

(2)  For General Engineering Management Staff 
N/A – Not Applicable 

 
The general cost items that are utilized by capital projects are noted in Table 2 below, 
together with the expenditure cost recovery percentages that will be charged.  
 

Table 2 – CAPITAL COST RECOVERIES 
Capital Areas General Administration (3) Engineering (4) 

Non-Engineering Capital     
Projects 2.5% N/A 

Engineering Capital Projects 2.5% 2.5% 
Regional Water and Sewer 
Capital Projects 

 
2.0% 

 
N/A 

 

(3) For General Government Management Staff; General Accounting including Accounts 
Payable and Payroll; Budgeting & Financial Reporting; Information Technology Services; 
Purchasing & Stores Services; and Liability Insurance 

(4)  Engineering Project Management, Design, Survey and Inspection Services 
    N/A – Not Applicable 
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File Category: 05 Finance  
File Folder: 1715-20-16 

DATE:    September 30, 2015 

TO:   Mayor and Council 

FROM: Kerri Onken, Deputy Treasurer/Collector 

SUBJECT: Updated General Operating Fund Spending Package Requests for 2016 
Draft General Fund Operating Budget 

ATTACHMENTS: Appendix A Spending Packages for 2016 Draft General Fund Operating Budget 
Report dated September 9, 2015 

 

RECOMMENDATION:  Council consider and resolve: 

That Council select, if any, spending packages from Appendix A attached to the Deputy 
Treasurer/Collector’s report dated September 9, 2015 for the possible inclusion into the 2016 draft 
operating budget. 

PURPOSE: 
This report provides an update on the general operating fund spending package requests submitted 
by departments for discussion by Council to select, if any, those spending packages for the possible 
inclusion into the 2016 draft operating budget for the general operating fund. A resolution is required 
from Council as to which, if any, of the spending packages should be included in the 2016 financial 
plan. 

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS:  
At the September 9, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) 
meeting, the committee deferred the spending package report until additional information on the 
Engineering and Public Works Business Manager position, as well as the Corporate Services, Civic 
Engagement staffing resources could be provided.   

Staff have reviewed the spending package list and the following changes have been made: 

• Removal of the Corporate Services request to increase admin support for Civic Engagement 
and Corporate Initiatives for $29,000.  Staff feel that at this time, the current staffing levels will 
be able to provide the needed support. 

• Removal of the Engineering request to increase the Drainage System Inspection program for 
$100,000.  This request will be addressed with the Drainage Utility report coming to Council at 
the October 14, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) 
meeting. 

• Removal of the request to create a transfer to the Drainage Capital Reserve fund for on-going 
drainage infrastructure maintenance replacement and upgrades for $200,000. This request will 
also be addressed with the Drainage Utility report coming to Council at the October 14, 2015 
Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) meeting. 

Appendix A attached is the original Spending Package Request report dated September 9, 2015.  The 
three changes mentioned above have been highlighted in a gray background.  
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The chart below reflects the revised list of spending package requests and budget impact of $502,656 
for Council’s consideration. 

 

Staff are proposing to fund the Recreation’s Spring Ice project from Financial Stabilization during the 
2016 pilot phase.  The Deputy Director of Parks, Recreation and Culture is preparing a report 
detailing this project for a later meeting of Council.   

The total cost for the Engineering and Public Works position is $140,200 and is proposed to be 
funded 25% from Water, 25% from Sewer, 10% from Waste Management, 10% from Equipment Pool, 
leaving the balance of 30% to be funded from within the existing Public Works budget in the General 
Operating Fund.  A report from the Director of Engineering is being prepared with details on this 
position for a meeting of Council. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: 

The financial implications will depend on which, if any, spending packages are approved by Council 
for inclusion in the 2016 draft operating budget.  The amounts and potential tax impact for each on-
going request are included in the table above and total $502,656, with a potential tax impact of 1.73%.  

The Spring Ice pilot project, netting $25,056, could be funded in 2016 from the District’s Financial 
Stabilization reserve, (which has an estimated balance of $453,000 and a recommended minimum 
balance of $450,000) and the new manager position could be funded from the benefiting funds and 
budget savings from the existing Public Works budget.  The remaining spending package requests 
impacting taxation would total $337,400 and have a potential tax impact of 1.16%. 

 

 

On-going 
Funding 

Requests

Potential Tax 
Impact

$25,056 0.09%

N/A $3,200 0.01%

N/A $13,800 0.05%

N/A $5,400 0.02%

$140,200 0.48%

N/A $25,000 0.09%

N/A $290,000 1.00%

TOTAL of All Requests: $5,000 $502,656 1.73%

-$25,056 -0.09%

-$140,200 -0.48%

$337,400 1.16%

(see below for funding option)

Staffing Spending Packages Requests - REVISED
Title of Initiative/Project

One-time Funding 
Requests

Recreation - Spring Ice pilot project, net costs staffing related
   ($60,000 revenue / $85,056 Expense)

N/A

Recreation -  Part-time contract Staffing for childminding
   ($1,000 Revenue / $4,200 Expense)

Recreation - Part-time to Full-time Staffing for fitness

Recreation - Part-time to Full-time Staffing for Child & Youth

Engineering and Public Works Business Manager - NEW position $5,000

Impact on Taxation

(see below for funding option)

Engineering and Public - Invasive Plant Management

Transfer to General Capital Reserve

Alternative Funding Sources

Recreation Spring Ice pilot project, funded from Financial Stabilization

Engineering and PW Business Manager, funded from utility operations & budget savings

Water/Sewer 
Capital
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:  
At the September 9, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) 
meeting, the committee deferred the spending package report, pending additional information.  Staff 
have reviewed the list and the following changes have been made: 

• Removal of the Corporate Services request to increase admin support for Civic Engagement 
and Corporate Initiatives for $29,000. 

• Removal of the Engineering request to increase the Drainage System Inspection program for 
$100,000.   

• Removal of the request to create a transfer to the Drainage Capital Reserve fund for on-going 
drainage infrastructure maintenance replacement and upgrades for $200,000. 

Of the revised spending packages submitted for consideration, staff are proposing to fund the 
Recreation Spring Ice pilot project of $25,056 from stabilization in 2016, and fund the new manager 
position of $140,200, from the operating funds that the position will be directly involved with and 
existing Public Works budget.  The remaining spending packages for Council’s consideration total 
$337,400 with a potential tax impact of 1.16%. 

A resolution is required from Council as to which, if any, spending packages should be included in the 
2016 draft operating budget. 

SIGN-OFFS: 
 

 
Kerri Onken, Deputy Treasurer/Collector   

 
 
Reviewed by:  
Kris Boland, Manager of Finance 

 

 

Comments from Chief Administrative Officer: 
Reviewed 
 
\\Maverick\Data\FINANCE\BUDGET\Budget 2016\Memo 2016 Spending Packages for General Operating.docx 
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File Category: 05 Finance 
File Folder: 1715-20-16 

DATE:    September 9, 2015 

TO:   Mayor and Council 

FROM: Kerri Onken, Deputy Treasurer/Collector 

SUBJECT:  Spending Packages for 2016 Draft General Fund Operating Budget 
ATTACHMENTS: Appendix A Summary of Operating Spending Packages 
 

RECOMMENDATION:  Council consider and resolve: 

That Council select, if any, spending packages from Appendix A attached to the Deputy 
Treasurer/Collector’s report dated September 9, 2015 for the possible inclusion into the 2016 draft 
operating budget. 

PURPOSE: 
This report provides a list of the operating spending packages submitted by departments for 
discussion by Council to select, if any, those spending packages for the possible inclusion into the 
2016 draft operating budget for the general operating fund. A resolution is required from Council as to 
which, if any, of the spending packages should be included in 2016 financial plan. 

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS:  
Appendix A provides a list of the ten operating spending packages that have been submitted by 
departments for consideration by Council during the 2016 operating budget process and are 
summarized in the table on the next page. 

Of the 10 spending packages, six are requests to increase current staff resources and one is to create 
a new manager position.  These staffing related spending packages total $216,656; however staff are 
proposing other funding sources for two of these. 

• For the Recreation Spring Ice pilot project spending package of $25,056 (revenue $60,000 
less expenditures of $85,056), staff are proposing to fund the first year (2016) from Financial 
Stabilization reserve fund.  A report from staff on the results of the project, including financial 
impacts, will come forward next summer with a recommendation to either continue with the 
project or withdraw the option of spring ice.  If Council would like to continue the project, it 
would be added to the 2017 budget. 

• For the new manager position spending package of $140,200, staff are proposing that the 
position be funded from the funds that the position will be directly supporting namely Water 
Utility at 25%, Sewer Utility at 25%, Waste Management fund at 10%, Equipment pool at 10% 
and the balance of 30% from the General Operating Fund.  Staff believe there is budget room 
in the Public Works budget to fund the 30% portion at $42,060.  As this position will be 
assisting with procurement, overseeing contracts and projects, some budget savings in all 
funds is expected.  The utility budget impacts will be discussed at the October 14, 2015 
budget meeting. 
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The remaining staff related spending packages total $51,400.  If Council approves the funding options 
for the two spending packages listed above, the total property tax impact on the 2016 budget for 
staffing related spending packages would be 0.18% before considering the impact of the utility 
budgets. 

 
* Included in the list above are two drainage related spending packages, one for increasing the inspection 
program for the drainage infrastructure totaling $100,000 and one to transfer $200,000 annually to the new 
drainage capital reserve for future drainage capital projects.  If a drainage utility is created, these two spending 
packages could be funded from the drainage utility operating budget and would then form part of the drainage 
utility fee.  This would reduce the potential tax impact from 2.3% down to 1.26%, however, the drainage related 
spending packages, if approved, would affect the drainage utility user fees. 

COUNCIL GOALS/OBJECTIVES:  
This report is related to Council’s Financial Objective regarding financial sustainability and other 
specific goals as listed in appendix A. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: 

The financial implications will depend on which, if any, spending packages are approved by Council 
for inclusion in the 2016 draft operating budget.  The amounts and potential tax impact for each on-
going request are included in the table above and total $831,656, with a potential tax impact of 2.87%. 
The pilot project, netting $25,056, could be funded from the District’s Financial Stabilization reserve, 
(which has an estimated balance of $453,000 and a recommended minimum balance of $450,000) 
and the new manager position could be funded from the benefiting funds and budget savings from the 

On-going 
Funding 

Requests

Potential Tax 
Impact

N/A $29,000 0.10%

N/A $25,056 0.09%

N/A $3,200 0.01%

N/A $13,800 0.05%

N/A $5,400 0.02%

$5,000
Water/Sewer 
Capital

$140,200 0.48%

N/A $25,000 0.09%

N/A $100,000 0.34%

N/A $200,000 0.69%

N/A $290,000 1.00%

TOTAL of All Requests: $5,000 $831,656 2.87%

-$25,056 -0.09%

-$140,200 -0.48%

$666,400 2.30%

Recreation - Part-time to Full-time Staffing for fitness

Recreation - Part-time to Full-time Staffing for Child & Youth

Impact on Taxation

Transfer to Drainage Capital Reserve *

Transfer to General Capital Reserve

Recreation Spring Ice pilot project, funded from Financial Stabilization

Engineering and PW Business Manager, funded from utility operations & budget savings

Alternative Funding Sources

Engineering and Public Works Business Manager - NEW position

Engineering and Public - Invasive Plant Management

Engineering and Public Works - Drainage Inspection *

Staffing Spending Packages Requests
Title of Initiative/Project

One-time Funding 
Requests

Corporate Services, Civic Engagement -  Staffing

Recreation - Spring Ice pilot project, net costs staffing related
   ($60,000 revenue / $85,056 Expense)

Recreation -  Part-time contract Staffing for childminding
   ($1,000 Revenue / $4,200 Expense)
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existing Public Works budget.  Should a drainage utility be approved, the two drainage spending 
packages could be funded from the utility operating fund.  The remaining spending package requests 
impacting taxation would total $366,400 and have a potential tax impact of 1.26%. 

 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:  

Appendix A provides a listing of the spending package requests from departments, for consideration 
for inclusion in the 2016 draft operating budget.  

Of the ten spending packages submitted for consideration, staff are proposing to fund the Recreation 
Spring Ice pilot project of $25,056 from stabilization, and fund the new manager position of $140,200, 
from the operating funds that the position will be directly involved with.  There are two drainage 
related spending packages that, if a utility was established, could be funded from a drainage utility 
operating budget and form part of the drainage utility fee.  The remaining spending packages for 
Council’s consideration total $366,400 with a potential tax impact of 1.26%. 

A resolution is required from Council as to which, if any, spending packages should be included in the 
2016 draft operating budget. 

SIGN-OFFS: 
 

 
Kerri Onken, Deputy Treasurer/Collector   

 
 
Reviewed by:  
Kris Boland, Manager of Finance 

 

 

Comments from Chief Administrative Officer: 
Reviewed 
 
\\Maverick\Data\FINANCE\BUDGET\Budget 2016\Memo 2016 Spending Packages for General Operating.docx 
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Department and Title of Initiative/Project 
Description 

Department or Council’s 
Goal/Objective Budget Requested Potential 

Tax Impact 

Corporate Services 

Increase Admin Support for Civic Engagement & Corporate Initiatives - Staffing 
Request to increase staffing resources to assist the Manager of Civic Engagement and Corporate 
Initiatives with numerous strategic plans to be developed and implemented (i.e. OCP, 
Neighbourhood Plans, Parks and Trails Master Plan, business attraction and retention strategy, etc.) 
While the actual projects are driven by the individual department, additional resources to help 
support Civic Engagement & Corporate Initiatives with the consultation and communication for 
strategic plans driven by these activities is being requested. 

Lifestyle, Public Safety, Social 
Issues, Economic Development. 
By supporting District staff to 
improve customer service and 
the customer experience for 
citizens, businesses and 
investors through consultation 
and engagement. 

$29,000 (on-going) 0.10% 

Parks Recreation and Culture 

Spring Ice – Pilot Project - Staffing 
The ice users have submitted a request to extend the ice season on one sheet of ice by 14 weeks.  
Many of these users purchase ice outside of our community during this time but would rather 
extend their current seasons on our existing ice.    The increased utility costs to extend the ice life 
should be covered by the additional rental revenue; however, the Department does not have the 
staff capacity to accommodate the additional ice time staffing. This spending package is for 
additional resources for staffing.  As 2016 will be the pilot year, 2016 costs can be funded by 
Stabilization.  A report from staff on the results of the project, including financial impacts, will come 
forward next summer with a recommendation to either continue with the project or withdraw the 
option of spring ice.  If Council would like to continue the project, it would be added to the 2017 
budget. 
A detailed report from Parks and Recreation on this project is coming to Council soon. 

Lifestyle Goal – Expand space 
and programming. 
To improve customer service 
and promote and enable 
patrons to maintain a healthy, 
active lifestyle. 

-(60,000)  Rev 
    85,056   Exp. 

 
  25,056   Net 

 

 
 

Stabilization 
Reserve fund 
for pilot year 

only 

Increase to Recreation Services Childminding Service – Contract Staff 
This addresses Council’s lifestyle goals by providing increased childminding service to Leisure Centre 
patrons who use the facility.  The demand for the childminding service has grown over the past 
three years and an additional staff person is required to meet this demand.  While a specific value 
cannot be attributed, staff believe that pass sales and drop-in admissions increase as a result of the 
childminding service as patrons very much appreciate this service.  

Lifestyle Goal – Expand space 
and programming. 
To improve customer service 
and promote and enable 
patrons to maintain a healthy 
lifestyle.  

-(1,000)  Rev 
   4,200   Exp. 

 
3,200  Net 
(on-going) 

 
 

0.01% 
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Title of Initiative/Project 
Description 

Department or Council’s 
Goal/Objective Budget Requested Potential 

Tax Impact 
Recreation Leader - Fitness – part-time to full-time Staffing 

This addresses Council’s lifestyle goals by providing capacity for staff to deliver health and fitness 
services to the public.  The demand for health and fitness services has been growing over the past 
five years and cannot be adequately addressed by a part-time leader.  The current Recreation 
Leader Fitness works approximately 27 hours/week.  The additional demand is being provided by 
the Recreation Programmer, who is then not being utilized to the capacity in which she was hired 
for.  Demand for this program has increased over the past few years.   

Lifestyle Goal – Expand space 
and programming. 
By supporting staff to provide 
customer service and 
promote and enable patrons 
to maintain a healthy lifestyle. 

$13,800 (on-going) 0.05% 

Recreation Leader – Child & Youth – part-time to full-time Staffing 
This addresses Council’s lifestyle goals by providing capacity for staff to deliver recreation services 
to the public in particular, services to children and youth.  This age group is the department’s 
highest demand areas of service and it continues to grow with staff at capacity to manage this 
growth.  The Recreation Programmer has had to assist with programs in order for them to continue 
to operate in accordance to the licensing regulations, who is then not being utilized to the capacity 
in which she was hired for.  

Lifestyle Goal – Expand space 
and programming for youth. 
By supporting to provide 
customer service, improving 
potential safety issues and 
enabling patrons to maintain 
a healthy lifestyle. 

$5,400 (on-going) 0.02% 

Engineering and Public Works 

Engineering and Public Works Business Manager - Staffing    
This position would assist with all budgeting and regular budget reviews, for Public Works and 
Engineering, functioning as a business partner to make sure financial management objectives are 
met.  Assist with all procurement, oversee contracts and projects and provide additional project 
management capacity within the department.   Other staff would be able to focus more time and 
effort on pursuing value added initiatives and increasing oversight to projects and staff.   
The total cost of this position is $140,200 and is proposed to be funded 25% from Water, 25% from 
Sewer, 10% from Waste Management, 10% from Equipment Pool, leaving the balance of 30% from 
current budget room in the Public Works budget in the General Operating Fund. 

Financial sustainability 
through diversified & 
optimized revenue, clearly 
communicated.  
By supporting staff to perform 
their duties efficiently, 
improve customer service, 
and integrate best practices 
across planning and 
operations. 

$140,200 allocated as: 
 

 $98,140 
 

$42,060 
-(42,060) 

 
$5,000 capital 

 
 

Utility Funds 
 

0% 
 
 
 

Invasive Plant Management 
Managing invasive plants protects District infrastructure from damage, the environment, and 
reduces potential liabilities.  In addition, allowing invasive plant infestations to go unchecked does 
not send a positive message to taxpayers or community organizations, such as Communities in 
Bloom.  Benefits of this program include prevention of damage to private property as well as the 
District of Mission owned property, the destruction of native plants and ecosystems, and reduction 
of contribution to climate change. 

Lifestyle, Public Safety, 
Infrastructure, Sustainability. 
To minimize risk to District 
infrastructure, private 
property, and the 
environment.   

$25,000 (on-going) 0.09% 
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Title of Initiative/Project 
Description 

Department or Council’s 
Goal/Objective Budget Requested Potential 

Tax Impact 
Drainage System Inspection Program  * 

Regular, on-going inspections of open drainage systems would require a dedicated operating 
budget to annually inspect drainage infrastructures that discharge rainfall related runoffs to the 
surface.  This includes, but not limited to, vegetation and bank erosions control in creeks, ditches 
and landslide controls/prevention at chutes/water drops. An established budget for inspections 
would identify problems before they happen, which will reduce operating costs by avoiding 
emergency repairs that often need to be done in a short period of time. 

Infrastructure – Ensure 
optimize use of assets. 
Establish a drainage reserve 
account to support on-going 
inspections. 

$100,000 (on-going) 0.34% 

General Government 

Transfer to Drainage Capital Reserve  * 
This would set-up a capital reserve fund for ongoing drainage infrastructure maintenance, 
replacement and upgrades which is currently competing with other projects for limited resources in 
the General Capital Fund.  Replacing aging and faulty drainage infrastructure will reduce the 
operating and maintenance costs of the system and reduce the number of emergency repairs.  This 
would also benefit the environment by minimizing/eliminating flooding incidents and creek erosion. 

Infrastructure – Ensure 
optimize use of assets. 
Establish a drainage reserve 
account to support on-going 
inspections. 

$200,000 (on-going) 0.69% 

Transfer to General Capital Reserves  
This would increase the annual transfers to General Capital Reserves, which are currently well 
below the minimum recommended balance.  These reserves are critical to ensure there are 
adequate funds available to maintain and replace the District’s critical infrastructure, as well as 
ensuring capital funds are available for new projects, as well as emergencies.  Staff proposes 
$190,000 to the General Capital Reserve Fund and $100,000 to the Major Capital Reserve Fund. 

Financial Sustainability, 
Public Safety, Infrastructure. 
To provide funding to 
minimize risk to District 
infrastructure and improve 
possible safety issues.  

$290,000 (on-going) 1.0% 

 

                Summary 

Ongoing Tax Impact     $666,400,    2.30% 
Financial Stabilization      $25,056 
Equipment &Utility Funds      $98,140 
Utility Capital Reserves        $5,000 

*    If a drainage utility is created, these costs can be funded by the utility budget, 
reducing impact on the general operating fund by $300,000, or 1.03%.  These costs 
would then form part of the Utility User Fees. 
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File Category: 05 Finance 
File Folder: 1715-20 

DATE:   September 30, 2015 

TO:   Mayor and Council 

FROM: Kerri Onken, Deputy Treasurer/Collector 

SUBJECT:  2016 General Operating Draft Budget Overview and Status Update 
ATTACHMENTS: Appendix A - Actual and Budget 2013 to 2020 
  

This report provides an overview of the 2016 general operating fund budget, the 2017 to 2020 
forecast for the general operating fund and the status of the 2016 budget impacts to date.  This 
report is provided for information purposes and no staff recommendation accompanies this report 
and Council action is not required. 

PURPOSE: 
This report provides an overview of the 2016 general operating fund budget, the 2017 to 2020 
forecast for the general operating fund and the status of the 2016 budget impacts to date.  

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS:  
Overview of General Operating Fund 

The general operating fund is the primary fund for most municipal programs and services provided to 
the community (excluding water, sewer, waste management and forestry which are funded from 
specific sources).  The 2016 draft budget is allocated into the following seven main service areas: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parks, 
Recreation and 

Culture
13%

Debt, Insurance 
& Shared 
Services

5%

Engineering and 
Public Works

20%
Protective 
Services

33%

Development 
Services

11%

Transfer to 
Reserves

7%

Administration
11%

Parks, Recreation and Culture 5,767,000 13%
Debt, Insurance & Shared Services 2,207,000 5%
Engineering and Public Works 8,711,000 20%
Protective Services 14,715,000 33%
Development Services 5,048,000 11%
Transfer to Reserves 3,256,000 7%
Administration 4,647,000 11%

$44,351,000 100%
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The table in Appendix A provides the details for the operating revenue and expenses by these seven 
main service areas. This table presents the 2013 and 2014 actual for operating revenue and 
expenses plus the 2015 to 2020 budget details.  The budget for 2017 to 2020 is projecting a 2% 
increase year over year for general inflation and does include the estimated increase of $135,000 for 
a new police officer in 2017 and 2018 as approved by Council in 2015.  This increase in expenditures 
is partially offset by a conservative increase of 1% in fees and charges plus an estimate of $250,000 
for new construction revenue.   

Appendix A includes drainage costs in its current format being reported within the Engineering and 
Public Work budget.  A report on drainage will be presented at the October 14, 2015 Freestanding 
Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) meeting.   

 

Legal Reserve 

It was noted by committee at the September 16, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole 
(Corporate Services – Budget) meeting that the optimal balance for the legal reserve as set by policy 
is $200,000 and currently this reserve has a balance of $270,000.  Staff have reviewed this reserve’s 
purpose, the historical usage and the potential future payments and are suggesting that the transfer 
from the funds to build up the reserve balance can cease.  This will result in the following savings in 
each of the funds 

• $15,375 in the general operating fund, 

• $ 5,831 in the water utility fund.  

• $ 5,831 in the sewer utility fund and 

• $ 1,944 in the forestry enterprise. 

Staff will continue to monitor the expenditures this reserve fund will finance over the next few years to 
determine if a reduction in the overall balance can be recommended. 

 

Status of the Draft 2016 General Operating Budget 

At the September 9, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) 
meeting, the 2016 draft provisional budget indicated the net overall budget increase over 2015 to 
maintain existing services was estimated at $137,091, which represents a 0.47% increase in property 
taxes.  This estimate would impact the average home owner by increasing property taxes by $8.51 
before Council considers the spending packages.  Since September 9th, the following budget impacts, 
totaling $31,875, have been identified: 

 

 

General Operating Fund Update  Budget 
Dollars 

 Potential 
Tax Impact 

September 9 -  To Maintain Existing Services  137,091                 0.47%

Budget Impact To Date
Ancillary structure at city hall - operating costs 19,500                    0.07%
Operating costs from unfunded capital moved to funded list 27,750                    0.09%
Removal of the transfer to Legal Reserve (see above) -15,375                    -0.05%

Subtotal of Budget Impact to Date 31,875                    0.11%

Net Proposed Changes to Date 168,966     $          0.58%
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The revised spending package requests (see report earlier on agenda) would have an additional 
budget impact of $337,400 or approximately 1.16% impact on property taxes if all were to be 
approved by Council, 

 

 

 

The budget to maintain existing services together with the spending package requests are showing a 
potential overall impact to the 2016 draft budget estimated at $506,366, which represents an 
estimated increase of 1.74% to property taxes.  A 1.74% increase in property taxes has a $31.52 
impact on the average home owner. 

There are a few budget impacts that are not yet known, therefore are not reflected in the budget 
projections at this time.  These include: 

• The impact of the increased costs in the BC Transit 2016/2017 contract on transit service 
levels in light of the Provincial Government’s freeze on their contribution. 

• Westcoast Express Train Bus services. 
• Fees and Charges review. 
• Equipment rate estimates for replacement vehicles in 2016. 

Many of these unknowns should be available by mid-October.  Furthermore, staff will continue to work 
with BC Assessment to get a firmer estimate of the value of additional property taxation to be received 
from new construction.  A preliminary estimate will be available from BC Assessment by the end of 
October.  These unknowns could have a significant impact on the 2016 budget and will be reported on 
in future budget meetings. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: 
The financial implications are discussed throughout this report. 

COMMUNICATION: 
Highlights of the 2016 general operating budget along with the utility funds and capital budgets will be 
communicated to the public at the Public Consultation session, tentatively set for November 2, 2015. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:  
This report provides an overview of the 2016 draft operating budget, the 2017 to 2020 forecast for the 
general operating fund and the status of the 2016 budget impacts to date.  The general operating fund 
is the primary fund for most municipal programs and services provided to the community.  Appendix A 
provides the details for the operating revenue and expenses by the District’s main service areas.  

It was noted at the last committee meeting that the legal reserve balance was higher than the optimal 
balance for the reserve as set by policy.  Staff have reviewed the reserve’s purpose, the historical 
usage and the potential future payments and are suggesting that the transfer from the funds to build 
up the reserve balance can cease.  Staff will continue to monitor this reserve over the next few years 
to determine if a reduction in the balance can be recommended. 

Spending Packages Under Consideration  Budget 
Dollars 

 Potential 
Tax Impact 

Spending package to Increase Transfer to General Capital 290,000                 1.00%
Revised spending packages for consideration (see earlier report) 47,400                    0.16%

Total Spending Packages 337,400     $          1.16%
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Since the September 9, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) 
meeting, budget impacts totaling $31,875 have been identified and are listed earlier in this report: 
These impacts bring the total to maintain existing services up to $168,966 with a potential property tax 
impact of 0.58%. These budget impacts, plus the revised spending package requests (see report 
earlier on agenda) are showing a potential overall impact to the 2016 draft budget estimated at 
$506,366, which represents an estimated increase of 1.74% to property taxes.  A 1.74% increase in 
property taxes has a $31.52 impact on the average home owner. 

There are a few budget impacts that are not yet known, therefore are not reflected in the budget 
projections at this time.  Many of these unknowns should be available by mid-October.  Staff 
continues to work with BC Assessment to get a firmer estimate of the value of additional property 
taxation to be received from new construction and a preliminary estimate will be available by the end 
of October.  These unknowns could have a significant impact on the 2016 budget and will be reported 
on in future budget meetings. 

 

SIGNOFFS: 
 

 
Kerri Onken, Deputy Treasurer/Collector  

 
 
Reviewed by:  
Kris Boland, Manager of Finance 

Comment from Chief Administrative Officer: 
Reviewed 
 
G:\FINANCE\MINUTES\2016\20150909 - Operating\Memo Budget Status 2016 General Operating.docx 
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Actual and Budget 2013 to 2020 

*  Projected tax increase is net of new construction revenue estimated at $250,000 per year.  Does not include spending packages under 
consideration. Includes drainage in its current format. 

General Operating Fund

Departments
2013

Actual
2014

Actual
2015

Final Budget
2016

Draft Budget
 2017

Forecast 
 2018

Forecast 
 2019

Forecast 
 2020

Forecast 
Operating Revenue before Property Taxation and Grants in-Lieu

Administration
Council and Grant Programs -192,257       $        -282,060       $        -186,950       $        -201,950       $        -186,950       $        -283,200       $        -186,950       $        -201,950       $        
Corporate Administration -68,884                    -37,607                    -64,039                    -54,039                    -64,554                    -55,075                    -65,601                    -56,132                    
Finance and Purchasing -151,778                  -138,767                  -133,900                  -126,081                  -127,341                  -128,615                  -129,901                  -131,200                  
Grants in-Lieu/Other Taxation -2,187,759              -2,188,623              -2,230,286              -2,233,806              -2,254,925              -2,276,256              -2,297,799              -2,319,559              

Protective Services
Police Services -862,126                  -670,539                  -724,845                  -684,158                  -685,650                  -687,157                  -688,679                  -690,216                  
Fire and Emergency Services -15,656                    -21,178                    -19,643                    -19,643                    -19,839                    -20,038                    -20,238                    -20,441                    

Development Services
Building Inspection/Bylaw -948,195                  -936,524                  -889,268                  -686,538                  -693,403                  -700,337                  -707,341                  -714,414                  
Planning -490,924                  -231,323                  -452,000                  -227,000                  -229,270                  -231,563                  -233,878                  -236,217                  
Economic Development -5,500                      -57,065                    -3,500                      -3,500                      -3,570                      -3,641                      -3,714                      -3,789                      

Parks, Recreation and Culture
Recreation Administration -193,556                  -220,389                  -223,095                  -226,161                  -229,619                  -233,139                  -236,723                  -240,372                  
Recreation Programs -2,202,477              -2,263,219              -2,129,893              -2,130,286              -2,151,589              -2,173,105              -2,194,836              -2,216,784              
Cemetery -205,917                  -218,421                  -220,794                  -205,451                  -207,506                  -209,581                  -211,677                  -213,794                  
Parks -27,374                    -14,465                    -20,000                    -14,000                    -14,140                    -14,281                    -14,424                    -20,568                    

Engineering and Public Works
Engineering Administration -1,189,557              -1,367,973              -1,280,750              -1,355,750              -1,369,308              -1,383,001              -1,396,831              -1,410,799              
Facilities -48,013                    -122,161                  -111,097                  -93,097                    -94,105                    -95,125                    -96,156                    -97,199                    
Public Works -134,252                  -167,832                  -110,926                  -115,926                  -117,086                  -118,257                  -119,439                  -120,634                  
Public Transit -714,887                  -695,108                  -726,397                  -726,397                  -733,661                  -740,998                  -748,408                  -755,892                  
Equipment Operations -2,580,603              -2,754,895              -2,573,696              -2,653,365              -2,653,365              -2,653,365              -2,653,365              -2,653,365              

Debt and Other Fiscal Services -2,036,856              -7,285,334              -2,313,911              -2,293,981              -2,338,310              -2,383,840              -2,345,615              -2,386,860              
Transfers from Reserves -961,657                  -10,755,210            -808,120                  -850,000                  -856,000                  -862,120                  -868,362                  -874,730                  

Total Operating Revenue -15,218,230       $   -30,428,693       $   -15,223,111       $   -14,901,130       $   -15,030,193       $   -15,252,693       $   -15,219,938       $   -15,364,913       $   

Operating Expenses
Administration

Council and Grant Programs 711,921     $          806,282     $          941,405     $          759,137     $          750,658     $          853,561     $          764,096     $          786,017     $          
Corporate Administration 2,042,184              2,077,708              2,196,498              2,323,452              2,379,306              2,416,071              2,473,767              2,512,411              
Finance and Purchasing 1,332,898              1,357,660              1,495,243              1,564,662              1,595,955              1,627,874              1,660,432              1,693,641              

Protective Services
Police Services 9,301,382              9,395,505              10,891,227            11,128,284            11,484,750            11,848,346            12,133,111            12,424,794            
Fire and Emergency Services 2,751,598              2,764,609              3,059,931              3,304,891              3,369,818              3,436,043              3,503,593              3,572,495              
Bylaws 256,312                  255,230                  276,766                  282,631                  288,283                  294,049                  299,930                  305,928                  

Development Services
Building Inspection/Animal Control 718,662                  745,557                  777,040                  514,521                  524,812                  535,308                  546,014                  556,935                  
Planning 1,385,526              1,215,531              1,549,675              1,353,218              1,380,282              1,407,888              1,436,046              1,464,767              
Public Transit 2,474,767              2,760,083              2,882,731              2,900,884              2,958,902              3,018,080              3,078,441              3,140,010              
Economic Development 312,925                  351,483                  258,593                  279,199                  284,782                  290,478                  296,288                  302,213                  

Parks, Recreation and Culture
Recreation Administration 740,797                  778,078                  739,102                  754,730                  769,825                  785,221                  800,926                  816,944                  
Recreation Programs 3,814,580              3,867,220              3,757,638              3,830,340              3,906,947              3,985,086              4,064,788              4,146,084              
Cemetery 224,419                  268,165                  240,981                  245,079                  249,281                  253,566                  257,938                  262,396                  
Parks 858,054                  832,125                  927,607                  936,686                  955,419                  974,528                  994,018                  1,019,899              

Engineering and Public Works
Engineering Administration 1,173,795              1,251,611              1,391,906              1,501,614              1,529,546              1,558,016              1,587,034              1,616,611              
Facilities 771,916                  873,745                  845,509                  871,903                  888,749                  905,925                  923,439                  941,297                  
Public Works 3,552,389              3,362,370              3,665,268              3,683,862              3,757,539              3,832,690              3,909,344              3,987,531              
Equipment Operations 2,580,603              2,754,895              2,573,696              2,653,365              2,653,365              2,653,365              2,653,365              2,653,365              

Debt, Insurance & Shared Services
Debt and Other Fiscal Services 2,734,003              7,867,747              2,161,941              2,171,810              2,221,118              2,271,938              2,108,894              2,156,114              
Taxation and Grants in-Lieu 33,028                    33,537                    35,000                    35,000                    35,700                    36,414                    37,142                    37,885                    

Transfers to Reserves 3,652,120              13,523,095            3,586,437              3,255,911              3,264,598              3,273,485              3,412,577              3,421,881              

Total Operating Expenses 41,423,879     $     57,142,237     $     44,254,193     $     44,351,178     $     45,249,635     $     46,257,933     $     46,941,183     $     47,819,216     $     

Net Revenue and Expenses 26,205,649     $     26,713,544     $     29,031,082     $     29,450,048     $     30,219,442     $     31,005,239     $     31,721,245     $     32,454,303     $     
Property Taxation -27,390,651            -27,886,914            -29,031,082            -29,281,082            -29,700,048            -30,469,442            -31,255,239            -31,971,244            
Projected Tax Increase * -                               -                               -                               -168,966                  -519,394                  -535,798                  -466,006                  -483,058                  
Surplus 1,185,002              1,173,370              -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               -                               

-     $                       -     $                       -     $                       -     $                       -     $                       -     $                       -     $                       -     $                       

Estimated Property Tax Increase -0.58% -1.79% -1.80% -1.55% -1.59%

As at September 14, 2015
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	1 - Agenda 150930 - Operating
	2 - Forestry Budget 2016  report Final
	PURPOSE:
	To present the draft 2016 forestry budget and provide an update on the forestry reserve balance.
	BACKGROUND:
	DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS:
	1. Operating budget
	A comparison of the 2016 draft budget including comparative figures for 2014 actuals, 2015 final budget, and 2015 revised forecast is attached as Appendix A:
	 Net profit: The draft 2016 forestry budget shows a net profit of $200,128 (after fee/fund transfers) and this compares to the forecasted net profit of $212,975 in the 2015 final budget, $244,221 in the 2015 revised forecast and the actual net profit...
	 Log sales revenue: The 2016 projected log sales revenue is $4,198,000 compared to the forecasted log sales revenue of $4,516,000 in the 2015 final budget, $4,132,352 in the 2015 revised forecast and actual sales of $4,196,880 in 2014. In 2016 we are...
	 Cut control cycle: 2016 is the third year in the five year cut control period from 2014-2018 for TFL 26. By the end of 2016 we project to be 4% above the cumulative the annual allowable cut of 43,398 m3. This harvest volume can be increased or decre...
	 Other revenue: The 2016 projected other revenue is $46,000 which is the same as the other revenue in the 2015 final budget. This revenue includes sales of movie trees and road use fees received from forestry companies operating on the TFL on the BC ...
	 Direct logging expenses: The 2016 estimated direct logging expenses are $2,835,690 or $59.08/m3 on the all volume. This compares to the forecasted 2015 direct logging expenses of $3,193,531 ($66.53/m3) in 2015 final budget, $2,750,372 ($60.11/m3) in...
	 Other expenses: The 2016 estimated other expenses are $1,015,292 compared to the forecasted other expenses of $963,007 in the 2015 final budget, $991,271 in the 2015 revised forecast and the 2014 actual of $946,006.  The drivers of the increase in 2...
	 Forestry reserve balance: The projected forestry reserve ending balance for 2016 is $1,704,196. This reserve balance is based on the projected 2015 forestry reserve ending balance of $1,691,922; however this balance is subject to change based on the...
	Table 1:  Comparison of Forestry Reserve Balances
	(1) The reserve deduction in 2014 related to a lease payout on a forestry excavator ($198,742), the purchase of a used bulldozer ($8,072) and a transfer of $62,000 to the Operating fund towards the Mission Interpretive Forest project. In 2016 $150,000...
	 2016 Strategic objectives:
	o Involvement of local forestry community with the goal of soliciting ideas for reducing costs and increasing revenues. Staff will host an Open House this fall to gather input from the public, forestry contractors, and the business community. A summar...
	o Review of current Log Marketing Agreement and analyze different methods for selling the TFL wood with goal of reducing costs and increasing revenues.
	o Review of current Timber Harvesting contract regulation (Bill13) commitments and opportunities. Bill 13 regulates the agreement with the logging contractor on the TFL and provides the contractor with contractual security and the ability to assign hi...
	o Continue with Timber Sales program to maximize revenues.
	o Investigate additional revenue opportunities on the TFL.
	2. Capital budget
	The forestry operations are committed to spend $70,000 on the Florence Lake Forest Service Road upgrades resulting from an agreement between the province and the District from November 2012, which is reflected in the above reserve projections.
	COUNCIL GOALS/OBJECTIVES:
	This report is related to Council’s objective regarding financial sustainability, namely to optimize return on investment in the tree farm licence.
	FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
	The financial implications of the 2016 forestry budget shows maintaining profitability for the forestry operations and an increase in the forestry reserve balance.
	COMMUNICATION:
	Highlights of the District’s financial plan will be communicated in the public budget consultation document.
	SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:
	 The draft 2016 forestry budget shows a net profit of $200,128 (after fee/fund transfers) and this compares to the forecasted net profit of $212,975 in the 2015 final budget and a revised 2015 forecast of $244,221. The projected forestry reserve endi...
	 The draft 2016 forestry budget is based on conservative estimates for planned harvest volume and projected average log market values.
	 The strategies for the forestry operations in 2016 are to control expenses, implement cost saving measures, analyze comparable forest industry cost structures, improve financial tracking practices, review forestry reserve balance, pursue value added...
	 While the draft 2016 forestry budget is a conservative budget, the ongoing operational decisions must be based on the current and trending marketing conditions and opportunities. The strategic direction under the Mission Forest Enterprise business m...
	SIGN-OFFS:
	Appendix A
	2016 Forestry Enterprise Detail Budget
	Appendix B
	2016-2020 Forestry Enterprise Detail Budget
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	Forestry Enterprise Cut Control

	4 - admin cost recovery policy update ver 2
	PURPOSE:
	This report is provided as a follow-up to discussions that occurred, and recommends changes to Policy FIN.38 - General Administration and Engineering Cost Recoveries (FIN.38).
	BACKGROUND:
	During 2015 budget discussions, at the February 23, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) Meeting, Council passed the following resolution:
	“That staff are to implement in the 2016 budget, switching the operating cost recoveries from a percentage-based approach to a flat-rate approach.”
	In addition to the change that was discussed regarding operating cost recoveries, staff also suggested that Council reconsider the method of charging capital cost recoveries, which is discussed further in this report.
	As per FIN.38, administrative costs are allocated to various operating and capital areas on a percentage of expenditures basis within those areas. FIN.38 states that where it isn’t feasible and practical to track the actual amount of general and admin...
	The operating and capital cost recoveries both include a component for general government administration and engineering administration; the percentage recoveries for both areas vary depending on the involvement in each area, and are specified in the ...
	The basic premise of FIN.38 is that the District’s general administrative and engineering costs are initially charged to the general operating fund, which is supported by property taxes. The cost recovery calculation then charges a portion of these co...
	DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS:
	The following tables show the amount of operating and capital cost recoveries that are currently included in the 2015 and 2016 budget, based on the current policy:
	As discussed in Appendix A, the current method of allocating administrative costs based on a percentage of expenditures doesn’t generate operating cost recovery amounts that can be justified. In fact, the amounts are quite arbitrary. For example, the ...
	To fix these shortcomings, staff has conducted a thorough review and analysis of the administrative and engineering costs that can reasonably be attributed to the various cost recovery areas, and are proposing flat-rate charges accordingly. This analy...
	 compliant with accounting standards that the District must legally adhere to;
	 considers the amounts that are provided to support both the operating and capital areas;
	 justifiable and reasonable to each user of general administrative and engineering services;
	 meets the underlying cost accounting principles to show the true cost of providing services;
	 adaptable to changes in the organizational structure that may arise; and,
	 easy to update annually during the budget process.
	The allocation to each segment is based on the cost driver that best matches the service provided, such as the percentage of staff time used to support the service, number of full-time equivalent staff, or number of computers in service.
	The inputs used in this methodology are intended to be reviewed annually and updated during each budget year, as factors may change the present input values that are allocated.  Although this method may not be a true flat rate approach, staff feel thi...
	The following table shows the proposed cost recoveries, compares the proposed recoveries to the existing budget, and shows the net impact:
	If Council supports staff’s proposal to update general administrative and engineering cost recoveries based on the methodology presented in this report, staff will follow-up with the necessary policy amendments for Council’s approval.
	FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
	The proposed changes to the general administrative and engineering cost recoveries result in a total increase of $58,938 in general fund revenue, and a $13,147 increase in general fund expenses related to the Transit cost recovery, which also forms pa...
	The budget impact on the areas that the cost recoveries are charged to is presented in the following table, however this doesn’t take into account the savings they will realize on the capital recovery:
	While the amounts in the above table appear significant for certain areas, particularly the sewer utility, this doesn’t take into account the savings each area will recognize through eliminating the capital cost recovery. The elimination of the capita...
	Staff are confident that the proposed cost recoveries are a much clearer representation of the true cost of providing administrative and engineering support to these service areas.
	COMMUNICATION:
	The impacts of the proposed policy update will be factored into the 2016 financial plan, should Council approve of staff’s recommendations.
	SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:
	As a follow-up to the February 23, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) Meeting, staff have proposed a methodology to update Policy FIN.38 – General Administrative and Engineering Cost Recoveries. Rather than calculat...
	 compliant with accounting standards that the District must legally adhere to;
	 considers the amounts that are provided to support both the operating and capital areas;
	 justifiable and reasonable to each user of general administrative and engineering services;
	 meets the underlying cost accounting principles to show the true cost of providing services;
	 adaptable to changes in the organizational structure that may arise; and,
	 easy to update annually during the budget process.
	Should Council approve of staff’s recommendation, staff will follow-up with the required policy amendments for Council’s approval.
	SIGN-OFFS:
	Comment from Chief Administrative Officer:
	Reviewed
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	4a - Appendix A Memo - administrative cost recoveries
	PURPOSE:
	The purpose of this report is to discuss the Council policy that specifies how administrative cost recoveries are charged to various areas of the organization, such as the water and sewer utilities, and to seek Council direction as to whether their pr...
	BACKGROUND:
	Further to discussion that occurred at the February 11, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services Committee – Budget) meeting, this report reviews the Council policy that specifies the methodology used to charge administrative cost ...
	As per Fin.38, administrative costs are allocated to various operating areas, as well as capital projects, on a percentage basis. Fin.38 states that where it isn’t feasible and practical to track the actual amount of general and administrative service...
	The basic premise of Fin.38 is that the District’s general administrative costs are initially charged to the general operating fund, which is supported by property taxes. The cost recovery calculation then charges a portion of these costs to various a...
	DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS:
	Cost Recovery Items Covered by Fin.38
	The following table shows the cost items that are specified in Fin.38 that are intended to be recovered through a percentage allocation in either the operating or capital areas:
	The “yes/no” items in the above table indicate whether or not the cost items are typically applicable to either the operating or capital functions of the District.
	The operating and capital cost recoveries both include a component for general government administration and engineering administration; the percentage recoveries for both areas vary depending on the involvement in each area, and are specified in the ...
	Operating Cost Recovery Amounts
	The following table shows the percentages and amounts of operating cost recoveries included in the 2014 and 2015 budgets:
	Note A:  Fin.38 currently shows $150,000 annual maximum; decrease to $120,000 annual maximum was approved as part of the 2013 budget; formal policy update is on-hold, pending the District wide policy and procedure update.
	Note B:  Fin.38 currently shows 10.5%; increase to 12% was approved at October 9, 2012 Administration and Finance Committee meeting; formal policy update is on-hold, pending the District wide policy and procedure update.
	Capital Cost Recovery Amounts
	The following table shows the capital cost recovery percentages that are specified in Fin.38:
	The 2015 budget includes a total estimate of $427,715 for capital cost recoveries, which is a $131,605 increase over the prior year amount of $296,110. This includes a factor for the estimated carry-forwards from the prior year, as well as an estimate...
	Challenges with Fin.38
	1. The policy is intentionally designed to be a compromise between the amount of effort taken to gather the actual detailed costs that are required to support the various areas, and the information value that is gained by going to that amount of detai...
	An additional effect of this is while the cost recovery dollars generated by the percentages in the policy may have made sense when the policy was implemented, the cost recovery amounts will often make less and less sense over time as changes occur in...
	2. The policy lacks clarity on what amounts to apply the cost recovery percentages to, which has led to staff having to apply their interpretation of the policy.
	3. The policy specifies a method of arbitrary percentage allocation of overhead to capital projects. At the time the policy was first adopted in 2005, this wasn’t an issue from the perspective of accounting standards. However, the related accounting s...
	4. The policy doesn’t address all items that could be described as overhead. For example, in terms of facility usage, an argument could be made that since municipal hall staff are working in part to support the water and sewer utilities, then a portio...
	Options for Consideration
	The following are staff’s suggestions as to improvements that could be made to Fin.38:
	1. Switch the operating cost recoveries from a percentage-based approach to a flat-rate approach. This would certainly make budgeting easier, as well as improve the transparency that when a new position is added that partially supports the utilities, ...
	2. Eliminate capital cost recoveries. This is a very complicated task, as the capital recoveries affect each area of the budget differently. Staff require additional time to formulate a plan to eliminate capital cost recoveries.
	FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
	There are no financial implications directly associated with this report; however, any changes to the current policy may result in financial implications that will need to be considered.
	COMMUNICATION:
	No communication action is required.
	SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:
	This report discusses policy Fin.38, regarding administrative cost recoveries. The policy was intentionally designed to be a compromise between the amount of effort taken to gather the actual detailed costs that are required to support the various are...
	SIGN-OFFS:
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	4b - Appedix B FIN.38 General Administration & Engineering Cost Recoveries
	5 - Memo Updated 2016 Spending Packages for General Operating
	PURPOSE:
	This report provides an update on the general operating fund spending package requests submitted by departments for discussion by Council to select, if any, those spending packages for the possible inclusion into the 2016 draft operating budget for th...
	DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS:
	At the September 9, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) meeting, the committee deferred the spending package report until additional information on the Engineering and Public Works Business Manager position, as well ...
	Staff have reviewed the spending package list and the following changes have been made:
	 Removal of the Corporate Services request to increase admin support for Civic Engagement and Corporate Initiatives for $29,000.  Staff feel that at this time, the current staffing levels will be able to provide the needed support.
	 Removal of the Engineering request to increase the Drainage System Inspection program for $100,000.  This request will be addressed with the Drainage Utility report coming to Council at the October 14, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corpo...
	 Removal of the request to create a transfer to the Drainage Capital Reserve fund for on-going drainage infrastructure maintenance replacement and upgrades for $200,000. This request will also be addressed with the Drainage Utility report coming to C...
	Appendix A attached is the original Spending Package Request report dated September 9, 2015.  The three changes mentioned above have been highlighted in a gray background.
	The chart below reflects the revised list of spending package requests and budget impact of $502,656 for Council’s consideration.
	Staff are proposing to fund the Recreation’s Spring Ice project from Financial Stabilization during the 2016 pilot phase.  The Deputy Director of Parks, Recreation and Culture is preparing a report detailing this project for a later meeting of Council.
	The total cost for the Engineering and Public Works position is $140,200 and is proposed to be funded 25% from Water, 25% from Sewer, 10% from Waste Management, 10% from Equipment Pool, leaving the balance of 30% to be funded from within the existing ...
	FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
	The financial implications will depend on which, if any, spending packages are approved by Council for inclusion in the 2016 draft operating budget.  The amounts and potential tax impact for each on-going request are included in the table above and to...
	The Spring Ice pilot project, netting $25,056, could be funded in 2016 from the District’s Financial Stabilization reserve, (which has an estimated balance of $453,000 and a recommended minimum balance of $450,000) and the new manager position could b...
	SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:
	At the September 9, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) meeting, the committee deferred the spending package report, pending additional information.  Staff have reviewed the list and the following changes have been m...
	 Removal of the Corporate Services request to increase admin support for Civic Engagement and Corporate Initiatives for $29,000.
	 Removal of the Engineering request to increase the Drainage System Inspection program for $100,000.
	 Removal of the request to create a transfer to the Drainage Capital Reserve fund for on-going drainage infrastructure maintenance replacement and upgrades for $200,000.
	Of the revised spending packages submitted for consideration, staff are proposing to fund the Recreation Spring Ice pilot project of $25,056 from stabilization in 2016, and fund the new manager position of $140,200, from the operating funds that the p...
	A resolution is required from Council as to which, if any, spending packages should be included in the 2016 draft operating budget.
	SIGN-OFFS:
	Comments from Chief Administrative Officer:
	Reviewed
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	5a - Appendix A 2016 Spending Packages for General Operating
	PURPOSE:
	This report provides a list of the operating spending packages submitted by departments for discussion by Council to select, if any, those spending packages for the possible inclusion into the 2016 draft operating budget for the general operating fund...
	DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS:
	Appendix A provides a list of the ten operating spending packages that have been submitted by departments for consideration by Council during the 2016 operating budget process and are summarized in the table on the next page.
	Of the 10 spending packages, six are requests to increase current staff resources and one is to create a new manager position.  These staffing related spending packages total $216,656; however staff are proposing other funding sources for two of these.
	 For the Recreation Spring Ice pilot project spending package of $25,056 (revenue $60,000 less expenditures of $85,056), staff are proposing to fund the first year (2016) from Financial Stabilization reserve fund.  A report from staff on the results ...
	 For the new manager position spending package of $140,200, staff are proposing that the position be funded from the funds that the position will be directly supporting namely Water Utility at 25%, Sewer Utility at 25%, Waste Management fund at 10%, ...
	The remaining staff related spending packages total $51,400.  If Council approves the funding options for the two spending packages listed above, the total property tax impact on the 2016 budget for staffing related spending packages would be 0.18% be...
	* Included in the list above are two drainage related spending packages, one for increasing the inspection program for the drainage infrastructure totaling $100,000 and one to transfer $200,000 annually to the new drainage capital reserve for future d...
	COUNCIL GOALS/OBJECTIVES:
	This report is related to Council’s Financial Objective regarding financial sustainability and other specific goals as listed in appendix A.
	FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
	The financial implications will depend on which, if any, spending packages are approved by Council for inclusion in the 2016 draft operating budget.  The amounts and potential tax impact for each on-going request are included in the table above and to...
	SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:
	Appendix A provides a listing of the spending package requests from departments, for consideration for inclusion in the 2016 draft operating budget.
	Of the ten spending packages submitted for consideration, staff are proposing to fund the Recreation Spring Ice pilot project of $25,056 from stabilization, and fund the new manager position of $140,200, from the operating funds that the position will...
	A resolution is required from Council as to which, if any, spending packages should be included in the 2016 draft operating budget.
	SIGN-OFFS:
	Comments from Chief Administrative Officer:
	Reviewed
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	U Summary
	Ongoing Tax Impact     $666,400,    2.30% Financial Stabilization      $25,056 Equipment &Utility Funds      $98,140 Utility Capital Reserves        $5,000

	6 - Memo 2016 Budget Overview and Status General Operating
	PURPOSE:
	This report provides an overview of the 2016 general operating fund budget, the 2017 to 2020 forecast for the general operating fund and the status of the 2016 budget impacts to date.
	DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS:
	UOverview of General Operating Fund
	The general operating fund is the primary fund for most municipal programs and services provided to the community (excluding water, sewer, waste management and forestry which are funded from specific sources).  The 2016 draft budget is allocated into ...
	The table in Appendix A provides the details for the operating revenue and expenses by these seven main service areas. This table presents the 2013 and 2014 actual for operating revenue and expenses plus the 2015 to 2020 budget details.  The budget fo...
	Appendix A includes drainage costs in its current format being reported within the Engineering and Public Work budget.  A report on drainage will be presented at the October 14, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) me...
	ULegal Reserve
	It was noted by committee at the September 16, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) meeting that the optimal balance for the legal reserve as set by policy is $200,000 and currently this reserve has a balance of $270,...
	 $15,375 in the general operating fund,
	 $ 5,831 in the water utility fund.
	 $ 5,831 in the sewer utility fund and
	 $ 1,944 in the forestry enterprise.
	Staff will continue to monitor the expenditures this reserve fund will finance over the next few years to determine if a reduction in the overall balance can be recommended.
	UStatus of the Draft 2016 General Operating Budget
	At the September 9, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) meeting, the 2016 draft provisional budget indicated the net overall budget increase over 2015 to maintain existing services was estimated at $137,091, which re...
	The revised spending package requests (see report earlier on agenda) would have an additional budget impact of $337,400 or approximately 1.16% impact on property taxes if all were to be approved by Council,
	The budget to maintain existing services together with the spending package requests are showing a potential overall impact to the 2016 draft budget estimated at $506,366, which represents an estimated increase of 1.74% to property taxes.  A 1.74% inc...
	There are a few budget impacts that are not yet known, therefore are not reflected in the budget projections at this time.  These include:
	 The impact of the increased costs in the BC Transit 2016/2017 contract on transit service levels in light of the Provincial Government’s freeze on their contribution.
	 Westcoast Express Train Bus services.
	 Fees and Charges review.
	 Equipment rate estimates for replacement vehicles in 2016.
	Many of these unknowns should be available by mid-October.  Furthermore, staff will continue to work with BC Assessment to get a firmer estimate of the value of additional property taxation to be received from new construction.  A preliminary estimate...
	FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
	The financial implications are discussed throughout this report.
	COMMUNICATION:
	Highlights of the 2016 general operating budget along with the utility funds and capital budgets will be communicated to the public at the Public Consultation session, tentatively set for November 2, 2015.
	SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:
	This report provides an overview of the 2016 draft operating budget, the 2017 to 2020 forecast for the general operating fund and the status of the 2016 budget impacts to date.  The general operating fund is the primary fund for most municipal program...
	It was noted at the last committee meeting that the legal reserve balance was higher than the optimal balance for the reserve as set by policy.  Staff have reviewed the reserve’s purpose, the historical usage and the potential future payments and are ...
	Since the September 9, 2015 Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services – Budget) meeting, budget impacts totaling $31,875 have been identified and are listed earlier in this report: These impacts bring the total to maintain existing servi...
	There are a few budget impacts that are not yet known, therefore are not reflected in the budget projections at this time.  Many of these unknowns should be available by mid-October.  Staff continues to work with BC Assessment to get a firmer estimate...
	SIGNOFFS:
	Comment from Chief Administrative Officer:
	Reviewed
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